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OER needs generative behaviour: 
commenting, evaluating, remixing, 
contributing …

How do you drive this kind of 
generative behavior when 
participation is free, open and not 
obligated? 



Approaching OER reuse 
from a design perspective
Adding social and 
gaming features



SOCIAL FEATURES

Showing and sharing
recent activity with
other users, on your
personal profile page. 
Similar to social
networking sites.



SOCIAL FEATURES

Badges & challenges, 
to entice users to use 
the features like 
giving scores, 
remixing resources, 
adding comments, 
using favourites, 
share with non 
members through 
mail or SNS…



Needs analysis



Method



HIGHLOW

Selection of users based on following criteria

500 lowest scores
Active in last 3 months
Teacher
Flemish

500 highest scores*
Active in last 3 months
Teacher
Flemish

* excluding employees

next 1500 low scores
Active in last 3 months
Teacher
Flemish

previous 1500 scores
Active in last 3 months
Teacher
Flemish

After review of the data it was clear that these users
had high scores because of the points received for
adding their children (200 points per child) to their
profile. Not because they contribute more to the
network. These responses were excluded for this reason.

H: highly engaged users (n =500),
L: frequent users but only receptive
behavior (n=2000)



0 : strongly disagree | 1: somewhat disagree | 2: somewhat agree | 
3: strongly agree

4. I use KlasCement primarily to find materials to build my own 
lesson materials on.
5. I use KlasCement primarily as a source of inspiration for new 
lesson ideas.
6. I use KlasCement to interact with colleagues and broaden my 
professional network.



NOT using KC as a network but as a 
library for resources is a common 
thread throughout the answers

STRONGLY
AGREE

SOMEWHAT
AGREE

SOMEWHAT
DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE



0 : strongly disagree | 1: somewhat disagree | 2: somewhat agree | 
3: strongly agree

9. I look at other users’ profiles. 
10. I read the comments below learning objects.
11.I look at the score of a learning object.

What do you do on KlasCement?



OFTEN

REGULARLY

HARDLY
EVER

NEVER



What do think of the new proposed features?





0 : strongly disagree | 1: somewhat disagree | 2: somewhat agree | 
3: strongly agree

13 (A) I would like to see on a user’s profile which learning objects 
a user has downloaded.
14 (B) It is important for me to be able to choose whether my 
profile shows the learning objects I downloaded. 
15 (C) I would like a badge on my profile page indicating that I share 
resources.
16 (D) A challenge like ‘Give five comments to receive a commentator-
badge’ would stimulate me to do so.



J

In the open responses some mention 
they see this as an invasion of their 
privacy. With this low score the 
responses to question 14 aren’t 
surprizing.

There is a significant difference (p = 
0.0002) between the high and low 
scoring group when it comes to the 
acceptance of a badge. 
95 percent confidence interval:     
1.615000        1.269231 

But the effect can be considered small: 
Cohens d= 0.39

STRONGLY
AGREE

SOMEWHAT
AGREE

SOMEWHAT
DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE



Responses to questions about 
motivation to share



I am stimulated to share on KlasCement

Mastery When I get valuable feedback on my resources to improve them.  Task
Because this extra effort makes me feel a professional teacher. Effort

Social: When I am able to collaborate with other teachers.  Affiliation

When I am well informed about how many teachers I’ve helped by sharing my 
resources  Social concern

Performance: When I can view the popularity of my contributions in a 
leaderboard. Competition

When it can lead to interesting career opportunities (such as giving 
workshops, having my resources published).   Social Power

Extrinsic: When I get a lot of likes and positive comments by other users.  Praize

When I can exchange the KlasCement-points that I earn for an actual prize
(books, cinema tickets, coupons).  Token



Mastery approach Performance approachSocial Extrinsic

We could hypothesize that 
teachers share because of 
mastery goals: because they 
aim to do well. 

The low score on performance 
approach could hypothetically 
relate to the low scores on 
badges and social networking 
aspects: this may feel to them as 
‘showing off’.

STRONGLY
AGREE

SOMEWHAT
AGREE

SOMEWHAT
DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

Praize and prizes are a high 
motivator as well



Users with higher engagement (that show 
generative use behavior) are significantly 
more motivated, difference is mostly small.

STRONGLY
AGREE

SOMEWHAT
AGREE

SOMEWHAT
DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

M 0.42 N 0.19 S 0.24 S 0.21 S 0.34 S 0.28 S 0.24 N 0.19



Conclusions



Social networking: conclusion
Users don’t perceive KlasCement as a SNS, nor do they 
want it to have more SNS features. 

But their motivation to share is one of mastery and 
altruism.

Enhancing the feeling that by contributing you’re 
helping others, by emphasizing the network of 
teachers, might stimulate generative behaviour.



Social networking: conclusion

Use social networking as a behavioral
design tool, not as a goal.



Badges

The PBL (Points-Badges-Leaderboards)-approach to 

gamification does not convince our users based on

(15) badges (H: 1.61, L: 1.27 : small but significant difference 

between high and low group))

(14) or challenges (1.00) 
0 : strongly disagree 1: somewhat disagree 2: somewhat agree 3: strongly agree



Badges: conclusion

A gamified system should relate to the ‘mastery goal 

orientation’:  Users should think: 

“I get feedback on my commitment to be a better 

teacher by using and sharing on KC.” 

And not: I get a rewarded for using KlasCement.



No carrot and stick 
approach to 
increase engagement
on KlasCement.

Photo:	Alan	O’Rourke,	audiencestack.com



OUR MISSION

KlasCement enriches and 
simplifies educational practice
of teachers through a 
network of interconnected 
teachers and their resources.



Redesign: a behavioral design 
approach to fit the users personal 
goals



USABILITY

Fogg Behaviour Model
» learning how to use KlasCement 

motivation

+ ability 

+ trigger

= behaviour

High motivation

Low motivation

Hard to do
Low (perceived) ability

Easy to do
High (perceived) ability

U
SE

FU
L

Where triggers 
change behaviour



Make the OER experience:

fit to the personal goals (motivations) of a teachers
= a high quality and comprehensive library of OER

easy to use
= no technical barriers, complicated processes or scary juridical texts

+ provide triggers to engage users
= make triggers fit to personal goals (simplify the life of the teacher)



How do you learn Plants vs. Zombies?



How do we ‘Super Mario’ the use 
of KlasCement 

Newbie: Onboarding

Regular: Enhancing skills

Expert: Contribute



Create activity loop

Challenge

Action

Feedback Focus on : 
- Competence
- Autonomy
- Relatedness





Pitfalls

How to overcome notification overload
- spread out and map it over a timeline 

(user cycle)
- don’t over do contextual help 
- don’t send separate e-mails but use 

internal notifications and messages
- let’s go slow and do a data-driven 

effect analyses



Pitfalls

- provide surprise-rewards 
(undocumented challenges) that 
trigger dopamine

- Make the communication FUN

For example: Congratulations, you’ve 
been a member for 100 days! You get 
100 points. Redeem your code at your 
points page and find ways to use 
KlasCement even better.



Does it ‘work’?

• Hard to tell: UI-changes have a (much) bigger effect then adding a 
tip.
• 30% of the users actually visit their ‘tips and tricks page’.
• We see an increase in the use of almost every function (when 

controlling for rise in general use)



Next steps: behavioural triggers





My question for you: which behavioural 
design triggers would you include?


